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‘the chart action forall the Sega 
systems «in every issue of STC. 

Hey, Boomers! 
‘Tis the season to be jolly - or so they say 

1m certainly feeling jolly - jolly well ted up! 
Those lazy humes started thelr Christmas 

1 — MORTAL KOMBAT 
2 @ ALADDIN 
3-@m ULTIMATE SOCCER 
4~w JUNGLE STRIKE 
S == SOHIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
6 ~w MICRO MACHINES 
7 @ DAVIS CUP WORLD TOUR 
8 —— HHLPA HOCKEY 1994 
9 <a THE TERMINATOR 

Dateline: Emerald Hill Zone, Miles ‘Tails’ 
Prower, constent companion of Mobius hero, 
Senic The Hedgehog, has mysteriously 
disappeared from the Zone. Members of 
G.R.0.0.M., (Get Robotnik Out Of Mobius 

produce Britain's top Sega-powered comic 
almost single-handedly! That normally wouldn't 
be problem for such a tslented droid as 
myself, but | was also landed with the job of 
producing, not one, but two issues of the Movement), reported 
brilliant new Somle The Poster Mag, organise _a Seeing the young, 10 LEMMINGS 
‘competitions, decorate the office, write the \ twin-taijed 
Christmas cards and keep the humes’ party fox, 

1 -@ HIGHT TRAP 
2° BATMAN RETURHS 
3 —— FINAL FIGHT 
4 ——= SHERLOCK HOLMES 
5 —— ROAD AVENGER 
6 <@m WOLFCHILD 
7? @ AFTERBURHER 3 
8 ~w PRINCE OF PERSIA 
gw JAGUAR KJ220 
10 @ IHKS-MAKE MY VIDEO 

stocked with large packets of smokey bacon wae disappearing 
flavoured crisps! Phew, glad | installed (¥ ios 
my heavy-duty batteries! 5 % strange 
Tough ay a0 mya preity ey ~ portal that 

‘seemingly 
rilant posters, backed up =p y) lalised out of 

6 only £1.95 each. in ait a few days 
ly got one, rush out 

and buy ‘sTPH ng.1 now. It features a es GH 0 ave seen other 
‘lant poster of Sonic in underwater action, 

‘creatures 

through this unnatural doorway 
and reveals stacks of info about the new Sonic 

The Hedgehog TV cartoon series. STPM no.2 
belore It suddenly disappeared. 

‘has happened to Tails? A full 
rs ol’ Egg Breath himselt, Goctor Robotnik, 

in another giant poster end features detailed 
in in the very nent issue of STC - 

the comic that tells it like it ist 

1 —MOTAL KOMBAT 
2-@m SOHIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
3°w ASTERIK 
4 -<@ THE TERMINATOR 
5 <@ CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE 
6 @ SMASH TU 
7 <@r THE SIMPSOHS 
8 —— ALEX KIDD IN SHINOB! WORLD 
9 ALIEN STORM 
10-w GOLDEN AKE 

‘ints and tips on how to defeat the bad Bosses: 

in the nsw Sonic Chaos game. 
Now, wasn't there something | was going to 

tell you about this issue concerning a new 
‘series? Oh, yes. Tha newest STC superstar 
Joining us next issve is...Tails! That's right, so 

‘many of you have begged us to let Tails have 
hhis own series, that that's just what we're going 
todo, So, stand by, Tails fans - your hero 

bogins his adventures in two weeks’ time in our 

‘special Christmas issue! 

Gotta go now, those 

lazy humes 

havens wee4dn i 
ut of ig 
ce ein. 

Having trouble getting hold of STC on 
basis? About to move to some remote part of 
the planet, but can’t bear to miss out on a 
Single Issue? Fret no more. . subscribe to 
Sonic The Comic! That's right, fram this issue, 
STC is available on subscription. Make sure of 

re year's supply of Britain’s Only Official 
Sega Comic by turning to the back of this issue 
now, 

Hint; STC Subs make grest gifts. Drap 2 

1 —— MORTAL KOMBAT 
2—— SOHIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
3—@ G-LOC 
4 -<@eTAZ-MAHIA 
5 -@@ THE TERMINATOR 
6 w DONALD DUCK 
7° JURASSIC PARK 
8 <i MICKEY MOUSE 
9 -<@mINDIAHA JOHES 3 
10 SUPER KICK OFF 
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DRESSED HEDGEHOS 
16 WEARING! 













ACTION 
1 PLAYER 

Get ready for the ultimate Sonic the Hedgehog game! Senie CD is the most 
amazing Sonic adventure to date, with over 75 levels to work through. You are 
up against old Egg-Features once again. Yes, Doctor Robotnik is back, fatter 
and uglier than ever. To beat him you not only have 
to work your way through many new zones, but you 
actually do some time travelling back to the past and 
into the future, 

All the familiar Sonic moves are there - like dash 
‘and spin attacks - plus many additional new moves, 
like a speedy run, with Sonie's legs looking like 
rubber bands! 

Like Sonie 2, collecting over a set number of gold 
rings warps you to a special bonus round. This time 
Sonic is running along @ sealed road trying to collect 

tings while 
taking out alien ships above him. This 
is fast, fun and makes you incredibly 
dizzy! 
What really helps t@-set this new 

[Sonic romp apart from the previous ] 
cart-based games is the incredible 

music, which has some seriously huge q FAG) | BAY 
‘choons' as well as mournfully soulful : ale 
ballads 

The gameplay alsohasatewnovel fl PUBLISHER 0) PiRice 
touches with Sonic takin super-leaps 
off floors to seale heights, plus there's 
also some weird springs rolling around GRAPHICS 
on casters! Ed 

If you want to see what the Mega CO 
‘Gan do, then you will not be SOUND 
disappointed with Sonte €D. ithes Mheeeeeses+ = EDD | 
plenty of levels, tabby music, great 
famepley combos, an mazing bons | 
round, and aven a level select cheat! 

There's lot's more about this game - 
in fact too much for the space 
available here. glance at the mega> 

| proview of Sonic CB, STC9's 
show you just how 

FRESS=STARS 



£49.99 
GRAPHICS 
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PGA TOUR GOLF 
game type: SPORTS 

1 PLAYER 

‘sports sim for the PC, Creators 
Electronic Arts then issved it, 
trick or two, on the Mega Drive and 
SNES. Now Tengen (eager to 
capitalise on its good rep) have 
licensed it for all Master System and 
Game Gear owners, albeit without 
most of its lush green gloss. 

What romaine are the bare bones of a 
good golf game, The gameplay initially 
Jooks quite promising. The opening 
menu screen offers several game options 
{a practice round, a visit to the driv 
range, a putting gt 
tournament) and the option of playing 
against a computer generated opponent . 
Sadly, what follows (s really not worth Serres 
getting your plas fours in «swing tot, Rel 

For starters, the graphic sereens build SOUND 
slowly and the sight of a white ball >) Se 
bouncing about in a largely featureless 
green box, doesn't come close to freshly fl) WEL OT 
Cut grass and sandy pits. 

‘And Tengen can't blame the humble 
Master System for the weak display. 
Sega's own (ancient) GolfMania is 
evidence t 
oliver a golf game that's inter 
look at and fun to play. 

t's not all bad, though. Ga 
be saved with the battery back-up and 
resumed later on and the secret ot a 
00d slice takes time to learn 

For what it's worth, there's very litte 
difference between the Master System and the Game Gear 
versions of PGA Tour Golf - but neither cart exhibits much in the way of an 
interesting noise, - SM. 

PUBLISHER PRICE 

GAUNTLET ID 
game type: ARCADE I) 

1-4 PLAYERS 

FAST FAA 
PUBLISHER PRICE 

GRAPHICS 

L-- fy 
SOUND 
xx 
PLAYABILITY 



YOU ARE THE 
STRANGE MAMMAL 
1 WAS TOLD OF. 
DO NOT FEAR ME. 
1 AM TOTAKE 

‘You TO. 

FAR IN EARTH'S PAST, ECCO HAS 
DESTROYED A MYSTERIOUS 
MACHINE, ONLY TO BE PLUCKED 
FROM THE SEAS BY A 
TERRIFYING WINGED PREDATOR! 

STOP! STOP! 
WHERE ARE YOU 
TAKING ME? 

- CO 



(CCO SENDS OUT A SONAR PUL 

THERE 1S MUGH YOU MUST HEAR, 
LITTLE DOLPHIN, BEFORE YOU 
GAN SUCCEED IN YOUR QUEST. 
BUT MY KNOWLEDGE IS LIMITED. 
WHEN | HAVE TOLD YOu WHAT! 
KNOW, YOU WILL HAVE TO GO 
FURTHER...TO THE ABANDONED 
GITY OF ATLANTIS! 



AGITY? Ha LITTLE DOLPHIN, THE 
WHERE MENACE THAT HAS 

TAIL-LES STOLEN YOUR FRIENDS 
Day ones BAND ENDANGERED MY 
DWELL? MAKERS IS NOT OF THE 

SEAS WE KNOW, NOT 
EVEN OF THIS EARTH, 
BUT FROM BEYOND 

THE SKIES 
THEMSELVES ! 

YES: MEN. MEN 
WHO BUILT ME AND 
MY SISTER GLYPHS AND 
FILLED US WITH THEIR 
WISDOM IN 

PREPARATION FOR 
YOUR COMING. 

YOU DESTROYED ONE OF THEIR 
MANY MACHINES, PLACED WHERE 

THEY MAY ENSNARE UNWARY 
GREATURES. THEY TRIED TO PREVENT 
YOU FROM REAGHING ME AND FAILED. 

THE 
HEARTLESS 
MONSTERS. 

BUT HOW CAN 
| FIGHT 
THEM? 

BUT WHY 00 THESE... NM 
BEYONDERS WANT TO CAPTURE 

THE SEA'S PEOPLES ? 

IN ATLANTIS ARE THE MAPS AND THE 
POWER TO DEFEAT THESE BEINGS. 
YOU MUST DESTROY THEIR MACHINES 
AND RELEASE YOUR FRIENDS. WE 

WILL SHOW YOU HOW. 

THEIR WORLD IS AN OLD WORLD. 
IT CAN FEED THEM NO LONGER. 
OUR SEAS ARE ABUNDANT 

WITH LIFE 



THE PTERODACTYL WiLL TAKE YOU TO 
ANOTHER GLYPH THAT WILL TRANSPORT 
MOU GLOSE TO ATLANTIS. IK THE LIBRARY 
YOU MUST ARM YOURSELF WITH 
WISDOM TO HELP YOU TRIUMPH 

> 
COURAGE, LITTLE DOLPHIN. 

THE GREAT BEASTS KNOW 
YOU ARE NOT FROM THIS 
LAND. BUT YOU WILL SOON 
RETURN TO YOUR KIND; 
LITTLE MAMMAL 

THE 
SEWEL WILL 
‘SEND YOU 
HOME. 



ARRRRR! ¢ 

THE GLYPH AWAITS ME, 
BUT CAN MY SPEED BE 
GREATER THAN THIS 
ANGIENT HUNTER ? 

NEXTISSUE:7HE WHITE MuNTER, 



Eternal Champions challenge 
street fighters 

‘As hinted at in this Zone last issue, Sega is 
about to take you to the next level in fighting 
games! Eternal Champions is a big (24 
Megabit!) tournament game for the Mega 
Drive, due for release next month 

Eternal Champions will seriously 
challenge Streetfighter 2 with its new 
features and incredible depth of gameplay 
and storyline. The key to this new game is 
the fact that It was designed specifically for 
use at home rather than being just another 
arcade conversion. B.C. features over 300, 
moves with each of the nine starring 
characters having seven special moves of 
their own 

The scene is set in the far future with The 
Eternal Champion pulling together the 
greatest fighters from history to help save 
Earth's future, You have to choose a fighter 
and then beat all the rest of thom before you 
‘eventually square up to the Eternal Champ in 
a battle to the finish! = 

Tho graphics are awesome with the 
biggest characters ever seen on the Mega 
Drive. Super sound samples give bone 
crunching effects and some of the moves are 
blindingly fast. 

Eternal Chi 
each unique in their appearance, fighting 
style, and special moves. If they (or you!) 
perform exceptionally well in battle there are 
also special end sequences to show their 
fates 

ions’ nine characters are 

Misanight and Trident dute tout sear 

deta ang ka 
ware burned atthe state 

Let's meet the Champs: 

R.A.X. COSWELL 
Halt-man and half-cyborg 
from 2945 A.D. Fighting 
style: Thai Kick Boxing 

JETTA 
A circus acrobat from 1899 
A.D. Fighting style: Savate, 
the art of hand and foot 
fighting 

SLASH 
A hunter from the dawn of 
time, Fighting style: Any 
move or attack that will 
cause pain or damage! 

BLADE 
Bounty hunter. Fighting 
style: Kenpo; a hand and fist 
method, 

SHADOW YAMOTO 
‘A corporate assassin from 
the present day. Fighting 
style: Taljutsu-Ninjitsu, 
combining the precursor to 
judo and the art of 
invisibility 

MIDKNIGHT 
Once a bio-chemical 
scientist from 2101 A.0. 
ow a living vampire 
Favours the Hapkido fighting 
style 

auare off in elé Sulem, where 

LARCEN TYLER 
An ox-cat burglar from 
1920's Chicago. Fighting 
style: Preying Mantis Kung 
Fu, 

TRIDENT 
‘Amphibian gladiator from 
Atlantis, 110 B.C. Fighting 
style: Capa Geria, 
gladiatorial martial art. 

XAVIER; 
A warlock and alchemist 
from Salem, 1692 A.D. 
Fighting style: Hapkido 
Cane. 

The game features a whole 
host of options and play 
modes to help you define 
and refine your skills and 
you can play it with either 
three or six button pads: 

Eternal Champions is 
likely to be one of the hot 
games of 1994 and STC 
will be bringing you lots 
more information about the 
characters, the game and 
some mega-surprises 
we've got up our sleeves, 
Stay in touch with STC! 

BEAHS MEAN 

ROBOTHIK 

Doctor Robotnik cracks 
game market at last 

Doctor Robotnik’s Mean Be 
Machine 



PICK A SEGA XMAS BUNDLE 

having problems with your Christma MASTER SYSTEM PACKS 

and rep 

MEGA DRIVE PACKS 

ts al 

DDIN P 
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State-of-the-art racing game roars towards Mega Drive 

Virtua Racing ble Sega a 0, is close t PO 
uring state-of-the-art 3D 

y a team actually sharing the ame 
ed before 

al Incredible as it may sound, this game 
actually faster than the arcade game! With exactly th 

tech the per 
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GET HER OFF ME, 
GILILIS, OR IT'LL BE Por WY INSTEAD OF GRAPES, 

TA Ha, LOOKS 
LIKE YOU'RE GOING 10 
HAVE TO TAKE WIKI WITH 

YOU, GILIUS 

(OUI INTO THE MAM MER 
YNTH UNSEEN. 
— 

Se @. Abe 

SSS) 
+ COBRAKIS WANTS 7O STEAL THE 

DWARVES! ENCHANTED 4 









-rworuen worn —(Jodes 
Another World gives you the opportunity to 
solve puzzles and guide that dude, Lester, back 

= VED) to bis home in this above average 30 animated 
game. However, if you boomers are having 

problems guiding him, here are all the level codes to help you 
out: 

. 

The second best Sega game ever created, (Sonic is 
. first, of course!) Aladdin was greeted with 

‘amazement by everyone due to the standard of 
animation. With the majority of Sega owners eithe 

having the gamo of due ta. get it for 
hristmas, | thought I would give you 

some tips to help you along the way 
Pittighter is a game featuring 
elemonts of both wrestling and 
stroet fighting, |t's # recommended 
fighting game, especially when 

playing with a friend. If you have been having 
problems, then try 1he following cheats: 

1, Remember to touch tho Blue Vasos 
n the event of you dying, this enable: 
you to re-start from this point, inst 
of the beginning! 
2, It you are finding it difficult to ge 
past the knile-throwing baddies, try 
using the Apples more often betore yo 
each them, A good Idea [sto jump 0 

To gain extra continues, select your favourite 
haractor and play to leval 8, When you fight Mad 

Miles, pause the game, plug another joypad into port 

unpause and press Start on pad 2. Select a 

horacter and you shall start with three extra the Knife after it has bees thrown to 
continues. Beatup your former character and use stop your engary being deplated. 
yout current fighter tor the rest of the game 4. Pick up as many dig dive Genie tokens as you 

can. This way, when the level isc 
have a chance to earn more lives etc on the 

odes cies 
4. Whenever you see a Camel, jump on its back 

10 get rid of enemias. 

Predator isavery nice game for the §, At the end of the level ‘Agrabah Roottons 
Master System. It includes good you will encounter the first two bosses. The first 
graphics, dacent sound, but is fairly one is easy; hit him elovon times, but 
hard. I you have found it hard watch out for his fast moving sword: 

going getting to the later levels, here are five The second boss is also easy If you 
codes fo help you: know the technique. When a barrel is 

thrown, jump in the alr and throw an 
LEVEL PASSWORD apple. Repeat this to defeat him. 
2 SPOCGURD 6, During Abu’s bonus rounds, kagp to 
3 ROTADERP the centre of the screen, That way 
4 SEGATSOH when anything fails trom the sky you 
5 NAGIRRAH can quickly determine which way to go 
6 LAIGIFFO to avoid being hit 



IT 1§ DER FIRST OF DER ARMY ee. 

OV DER UNDEAD | AM CREATING AF 
FOR YOU! | CLONED CELLS FROM £ 

HEAD: A BEING WITH ONL Y \ ’ 
HALF A BRA’ ‘ty 

4 0 
: ; Mi) A 

Y yy OO 

GOOD LORD MAN, WHAT UNSPEAKABLE 
MONSTER DO YOU GET 6 FROM 
A OREATURE WITH ONL' 
BRAIN? 

Vor D0 YOU GET? 
YOu GET. 

Do You Wanr 
TO SEE MY 
MASCOT? 

HIS NAME IS 
WINSTON. 

WHEN | FORGED PROFESSOR STEIN 
TO CREATE ZOMBIES FOR MEI 
DIDN'T EXPECT ANYTHING LIKE 

THIS! — 

RUPERT, GET THE 
MEN TOGETHER 

WERE LEAVING! 

& 



YOU MAY HAVE BEATEN ME 
THIS TIME, BUT I'LL BE BACK 
WITH A VENGEANCE! \ 
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Daar STC, 
‘Alter reading through an issue, | thought, ‘wba 

complete pile of ,.. quality reading’. Not a black 
and white rip-off in sight. Excellent! But | must 
say that you should always Include free gifts like 
stlekers and badges just to make It more than war 

Mark Warne, Chichester, West Sus: 
Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

What a complete .. . coincidence, 
Mark, You must be ecstatic alter 0 

a racont spree of free cover gifts, 

{ Tavistock Place, London WO1H 98U. 

Dear S16, 
What { want to know is: are there any other 

gitls out there? I'm sure I'm not the only girk 
‘who reads STC. Computer games are not just for 
‘boys, [also think you should print more letters and 
drawings. Apact from that, keep up the good work 
Helen Williams, Newport, Gwent. MD owner 
Sonle Water Fun Game Winner. 

Actually, Helen, | sympathise with the 
ume who thinks he's Jn charge, 
because of the two bossy emals-types 

here at STC. But | do agree that computer 
games are not just for boys - or humans, for that 
matter. 

ngs i's oballenging 

6 of magatic 
be bought at toy shops and 

Never ping the Red Devils, here's a case ofthe Blue Hedges, ms finding @ stockist In your arva 
I af Sonic Metlale. By Billy Oliver, Bi 

Manchester, Sonle Water Fun Game Winner. 



Fill in & send t 
Sonic The Comic, 

25/31 Tavistock Place, 
London WC1H 9SU 

Tell us your name, age & address. 

ADDRESS...2s02. 0000+ ielaname 

—— oo 
Blea pea eye SESE aps ES 

(26 issues) to Sonic The Comic ] Se ee 
came... (QUK Sub: £28.60 Europe: £45.00 

Overseas (surface*): £47.00 

(Overseas (airmail): £55.00 (please ck 
{ enclose a cheque, 

SYSTEM:- (please tick) 
eS made payable to wo[—]"s[_] ¢o[—] co 
FLEETWAY EDITIONS LTD 

NAME. 
ADDRESS. Wioat: SEGA game would you 1ike to nee ‘ana of strip in the future? 

wai sa owe wake 
POSTCODE oe as 
Orders and payments to: SONIC THE COMIC, 
Subs Dept old Lid., PO Box 10, 
Pallion Industrial Estate, Sunderland SR4 6SN List your three favourite stories 

in this issue in order of tohe yp to 12 week I pay aa 

Telephone Credit Card orders 
(Access/Visa only) on (091) 510 2290 
CARD NO 
[ 

3 

HOW DO YOU RATE ISSUE 15 

ones 

0 | Is 
EXPIRY DATE 

SIGNED, 
Amount to be debited ©. 


